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Abstract—The head-related transfer functions (HRTF) are a
major tool in spatial sound technology for personal use. They
are linear filters describing the transmission of sound from a
point in space to the ears. The HRTFs are typically obtained
for a sparse set of points at a single far distance, from which
datapoints at near distances are synthesized using the spherical
Fourier transform (SFT) and distance-varying filters (DVF). Ear
centering is further required to match the center of the SFT
(the center of the head) and the measurement positions (the
ears). Hitherto, plane-wave (PW) translation operators have yield
effective ear centering when synthesizing HRTFs at far distances.
We propose to use spherical-wave (SW) translation operators
for ear centering when synthesizing HRTFs at near distances.
We contrasted the performance of SW and PW ear centering.
Synthesis errors decreased consistently when applying SW ear
centering and the enhancement was observed up to the maximum
frequency determined by the input far-distance dataset.

Index Terms—Head-related transfer functions, acoustic center-
ing, translation operator, spherical Fourier transform, distance-
varying filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

The head-related transfer functions (HRTF) are a major tool
in spatial sound technology for personal use [1]–[3]. They are
linear filters describing the transmission of sound from a point
in space to the eardrums of a listener [4]. The HRTFs are
commonly obtained for a sparse set of points at a single far
distance from the center of the head, a distance greater than
1 m. Besides far-distance datasets, there is a growing interest in
accurately synthesizing HRTFs for arbitrary points close to the
head [5], [6]; research interests include near-field auditory dis-
plays [7] and auditory attention experiments [8]. A promising
synthesis approach extrapolates near-distance HRTFs starting
from far-distance ones using the spherical Fourier transform
(SFT) and distance-varying filters (DVF) [9]–[11]. However,
when using the SFT to represent spherical HRTF datasets, the
mismatch between the center of the SFT (the center of the
head) and the measurement positions (the ears) demands a
high number of basis functions in the SFT representation and,
therefore, affects the synthesis accuracy.

Ear centering is the name adopted in this paper to address
the mismatch between the ear position and the SFT center
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in the framework of a more general technique called acoustic
centering [12]–[16]. Ear centering is performed by means of
translation operators that relate sound pressures at the head
center and ears [17]–[22]. Translation operators can be applied
in free-field [17]–[19] or include a rigid sphere [20]–[22]; they
can also operate in the spatial domain (the unit sphere) [18]–
[22] or in the SFT domain [17]. Hitherto, ear centering with
free-field translation operators based on a plane-wave (PW)
model, applied to HRTF datasets on the unit sphere, have
yielded optimum use of SFT basis functions and accurate
synthesis when distances between the sound source and the
ears are large [19]. However, when PW translation operators
are used to synthesize near-distance HRTFs, the accuracy is
affected because the PW model does not consider the distance
information. Following this approach, it would be useful to
have a translation operator that considers the distance between
the sound source and the ears to synthesize HRTFs for sound
sources close to the head.

We propose to use a free-field translation operator based on
a spherical-wave (SW) model for ear centering in near-distance
HRTF synthesis. The reminder of this paper is organized as
follows: Sec. II formulates ear centering for near-distance
HRTFs using translation operators, Sec. III compares PW and
SW translation operators, Sec. IV describes considerations for
practical implementations, and Sec. V states the conclusions.

II. EAR CENTERING FOR NEAR-DISTANCE HRTFS

In spherical coordinates, a point in space r = (r, θ, φ) is
specified by its radial distance r, azimuthal angle θ ∈ [−π, π],
and elevation angle φ ∈ [−π2 ,

π
2 ]. Positions in front of

the listener lie along the positive x-axis or the direction
(θ = 0, φ = 0). Positive θ is measured from the positive x-
axis to the left. All of what follows considers acoustic waves
satisfying the Helmholtz equation with time-harmonic depen-
dence ejkct, where k denotes the wave number, c is the speed
of sound in air, and j is the imaginary unit.

Figure 1 shows the top-view geometry for theoretical near-
distance HRTF synthesis. The center of the head coincides
with the origin 0 = (0, 0, 0) and the ear position is denoted
by rear = (rear, θear, φear). Let a = (a, θa, φa) be a point
in a continuous, spherical distribution at a far distance a. Let
b = (b, θb, φb) be an arbitrary point at a near distance b.
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Figure 2 overviews the synthesis process with ear centering.
The input is a continuous, spherical distribution of free-field
HRTFs from a to rear, denoted by H(a, rear), whereas the
output is a synthesized free-field HRTF from b to rear, denoted
by Ĥ(b, rear). For simplicity, only the left ear is considered,
however, the formulations below that relate the output to the
input hold for both ears.

0rear

a

b

Fig. 1. Geometry for near-distance HRTF synthesis.
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5 Inverse spherical Fourier transform

6 Inverse translation operator: T −1(b,0 7→ rear)

Ĥ(b, rear)

H(a,0)
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Fig. 2. Near-distance HRTF synthesis with ear centering.

Direct ear centering is performed by an operator T that
translates the reference of the input from rear to 0 as follows:

H(a,0) = T (a, rear 7→ 0)H(a, rear). (1)

The notation H(a,0) is used as conceptual support and by no
means it indicates that an HRTF is obtained at the head center.
If the translation was required to be applied to the SFT basis

functions instead of the spherical data, it would be required a
translation operator in the opposite direction, from 0 to rear, as
formulated in a more general manner in [12]. Formulations in
this paper, however, are delimited to translations of spherical
data in the spatial domain.

The PW translation operator in [19] is formulated as

TPW(a, rear 7→ 0) = e−jkrear cos Θa,rear , (2)

where Θa,rear denotes the angle between a and rear. Consid-
ering a PW emanating from a, (2) stems from the ratio of PW
observations at 0 and rear.

To include the distance information, we propose to use the
following SW translation operator:

TSW(a, rear 7→ 0) =
‖a− rear‖

a
e−jk(a−‖a−rear‖), (3)

where ‖ · ‖ denotes Euclidean norm. Considering a SW
emanating from a, (3) stems from the ratio of SW observations
at 0 and rear.

The SFT of ear-centered H(a,0) is defined by

Hnm(a,0)=

∫ π

−π

∫ π
2

−π2
H(a,0)Y mn (θa, φa)cos(φa)dφadθa. (4)

Here, the SFT basis functions are real-valued spherical har-
monic functions Y mn of order n and degree m, defined as

Y mn (θ, φ) = NnmP
|m|
n (sinφ)


1, m = 0,√

2 cos(mθ), m > 0,√
2 sin(|m|θ), m < 0,

(5)

where Pmn is the non-normalized associated Legendre polyno-
mial [23] and Nnm is the following normalization factor

Nnm = (−1)|m|

√
2n+ 1

4π

(n− |m|)!
(n+ |m|)!

. (6)

The real-valued basis functions in (5) are preferred to the
complex-valued ones in [24] to avoid phase modifications
during SFT representations.

Distance variation from a to b is performed in the SFT
domain according to the following expression:

Hnm(b,0) = Dn(a, b)Hnm(a,0). (7)

Here, Dn denotes the spherical DVF of order n defined by

Dn(a, b) =
h

(1)
n (kb)

h
(1)
n (ka)

, (8)

where h(1)
n is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind

and order n [25]. Because the ideal DVFs in (8) yield excessive
values for higher orders and lower frequencies [11], their
action need to be limited according to

Ĥnm(b,0) =Wn(a, b)Hnm(b,0) (9)

with an order truncation and scaling window defined as [26]:

Wn(a, b) =

{
b
ae
−jk(b−a), n ≤ min(dkrhe, N),

0, otherwise.
(10)



Here, rh is the radius of a sphere fully containing the head,
the rule n ≤ dkrhe indicates the far-to-near field transition,
and n ranges from 0 to the maximum order N constrained by
the spherical sampling scheme used in practice.

The inverse spherical Fourier transform (ISFT) extracts
HRTFs for arbitrary directions using the following expression:

Ĥ(b,0) =

N∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

Hnm(b,0)Y mn (θb, φb). (11)

The maximum order N indicates that the sum is truncated up
to the first (N + 1)2 SFT basis functions.

Finally, inverse ear centering is performed with the inverse
operator T −1 that translates the reference from 0 to rear:

H(b, rear) = T −1(b,0 7→ rear)H(b,0). (12)

The inverse PW translation operator [19] can be expressed as

T −1
PW(b,0 7→ rear) = ejkrear cos Θb,rear . (13)

Considering a PW emanating from b, (13) stems from the
ratio of PW observations at rear and 0.

The proposed inverse SW translation operator takes the form

T −1
SW(b,0 7→ rear) =

b

‖b− rear‖
e−jk(‖b−rear‖−b). (14)

Considering a SW emanating from b, (14) stems from the
ratio of SW observations at rear and 0.

III. EVALUATION OF PW AND SW TRANSLATION

This section compares the performance of PW and SW
translation operators in the framework of a spherical sampling
of the theory presented in Sec. II. The SFT and DVF algo-
rithms described in [27] and [11], respectively, were adapted
to the purposes of our evaluations.

A. Conditions

Left-ear HRTFs for two head models (without torso) of two
individuals subjects available in the calculated near-distance
dataset in [28] were used in evaluations. The datasets have 512
samples along time, sampled at 48 kHz. The left-ear positions
were extracted from the head models. The sound sources
were distributed in spherical grids based on subdivisions of
the edges of the icosahedron. The number of points P in an
icosahedral grid, generated with a subdivision factor q, is

P = 10q2 + 2. (15)

For almost regular spherical samplings, such as the icosahedral
ones, the maximum SFT order achievable with P points is

Ngrid = b
√
P c − 1. (16)

It ensures reliable synthesis up to a maximum frequency

fmax =
cNgrid

2πrh
, (17)

where rh is the same radius used in (10) and c is the speed
of sound in air.

Datasets at a distance a = 100 cm were used as inputs. Four
icosahedral grids with P = 12, 42, 162, 252, correspondingly
q = 1, 2, 4, 5, and Ngrid = 2, 5, 11, 14, were used. The
maximum SFT orders to analyze the spherical HRTF datasets
were limited by the far-to-near field transitions and the input
resolutions as follows:

N = min(dkrhe, Ngrid). (18)

In (10), (17), and (18), rh should ideally be the radius of
the smallest sphere containing a head model. However, this
theoretical limit yielded artifacts due to the discontinuities of
the truncation rule n ≤ dkrhe. To reduce these artifacts, we
have empirically chosen rh = 16 cm as a convenient value for
the two individual head models in [28]. The speed of sound
in air, c = 344 m/s, was the same used in [28].

Datasets at distances b, ranging from 20 to 100 cm with
1 cm spacing, were used as target data. For each distance,
P = 642 directions on an icosahedral grid with q = 8
were considered. Datasets were also synthesized for these
distributions of points to evaluate three scenarios: no ear
centering; ear centering with the PW translation operators
in (2) and (13); and ear centering with the SW translation
operators in (3) and (14).

B. Error Metric

Target and synthesized HRTF datasets were respectively or-
ganized as H(bi,Ωj , fκ, s`) and Ĥ(bi,Ωj , fκ, s`). Index i =
1, 2, ..., 81 indicates radial distances; index j = 1, 2, ..., 642,
directions on the sphere with Ωj = (θj , φj); index κ =
1, 2, ..., 257, frequency bins; and index ` = 1, 2, individual
subjects. The synthesis error is defined as

E(bi, fκ) = RMS
s`

{RMS
Ωj
{H − Ĥ}

RMS
Ωj
{H}

}
, (19)

where RMS stands for root mean square along either directions
Ωj or individual subjects s`.

C. Results

All panels in Fig. 3 show synthesis errors calculated with
(19) and displayed in a logarithmic scale, from 0 to −30 dB,
to contrast with the perceivable HRTF dynamic range of
around 30 dB, as reported in [29]. The black-dashed curves
highlight the −15 dB values and are used as an indicator to
compare among panels. Values around −15 dB for the metric
in (19) have also been used in previous research on HRTF
synthesis [17] and sound field reconstruction [30], [31]. The
black-dashed lines indicate fmax in (17).

In Fig. 3, left-column panels (a), (d), (g), and (j) corresponds
to synthesis without ear centering; center-column panels (b),
(e), (h), and (k), to ear centering with the PW translation
operators in (2) and (13); and right-column panels (c), (f),
(i), and (l), to ear centering with the SW translation operators
in (3) and (14). First-row panels (a), (b), and (c) correspond to
synthesis from P = 252 points (q = 5, Ngrid = 14); second-
row panels (d), (e), and (f), to synthesis from P = 162 points
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Fig. 3. Synthesis error (19) in dB. Black-dashed curves indicate −15 dB values. Black-dashed lines indicate fmax in (17). Left-column panels: No ear
centering. Center-column panels: Ear centering with PW translation in (2) and (13). Right-column panels: Ear centering with SW translation in (3) and (14).
Panels (a), (b), and (c): P = 252, q = 5, and Ngrid = 14. Panels (d), (e), and (f): P = 162, q = 4, and Ngrid = 11. Panels (g), (h), and (i): P = 42,
q = 2 and Ngrid = 5. Panels (j), (k), and (l): P = 12, q = 1 and Ngrid = 2.
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Fig. 4. Difference between results in Fig. 3. Black-dashed lines indicate fmax in (17). Left-column panels: Difference between SW ear centering and No ear
centering. Right-column panels: Difference between SW ear centering and PW ear centering. Panels (a) and (b): P = 252, q = 5, and Ngrid = 14. Panels
(c) and (d): P = 162, q = 4, and Ngrid = 11. Panels (e) and (f): P = 42, q = 2 and Ngrid = 5. Panels (g) and (h): P = 12, q = 1 and Ngrid = 2.



(q = 4, Ngrid = 11); third-row panels (g), (h), and (i), to
synthesis from P = 42 points (q = 2, Ngrid = 5); and last-
row panels (j), (k), and (l), to synthesis from P = 12 points
(q = 1, Ngrid = 2).

When comparing panels along rows in Fig. 3, it is observed
that applying SW ear centering outperforms the accuracy
across all distances when SW results are contrasted with PW
ear centering and no ear centering. The enhancements of SW
ear centering are more noticeable at near distances and their
benefits extend even beyond the corresponding fmax. A closer
inspection of the intersections between black-dashed lines
(fmax) and black-dash curves (−15 dB) shows that, below
fmax and for the same error levels, SW ear centering yields
an improvement of nearly 10 cm closer to the head when
compared to PW ear centering.

Panels (b), (e), (h), and (k) in Fig. 3 show that, for
frequencies up to fmax in panel (k), PW ear centering yields
similar accuracies across all distances. For the same value of
fmax, now in panel (l), it is observed that the results of SW ear
centering in panel (l) outperforms those of PW ear centering
in panels (b), (e), (h), and (k) across all distances. SW ear
centering, therefore, outperforms PW ear centering in the sense
of enabling the reduction of the required number of points in
the input HRTF dataset without compromising the accuracy.

All panels in Fig. 4 show differences between the synthesis
errors in Fig. 3. The errors obtained with PW ear centering
and No ear centering are subtracted from the errors obtained
with SW ear centering. Negative values in dB towards the blue
colors indicate the regions were SW ear centering outperforms
No ear centering and PW ear centering. The black-dashed
lines indicate fmax in (17). Left-column panels (a), (c), (e),
and (g) show differences between SW ear centering and No
ear centering. Right-column panels (b), (d), (f), and (h) show
differences between SW ear centering and PW ear centering.
First-row panels (a) and (b) correspond to synthesis from
P = 252 points (q = 5, Ngrid = 14); second-row panels
(c) and (d), to synthesis from P = 162 points (q = 4,
Ngrid = 11); third-row panels (e) and (f), to synthesis from
P = 42 points (q = 2, Ngrid = 5); and last-row panels (g),
and (h), to synthesis from P = 12 points (q = 1, Ngrid = 2).

Panels (a), (c), (e), and (g) in Fig. 4 show that, in frequencies
below fmax, SW ear centering outperforms No ear centering
across all distances, yielding an overall improvement of 6 dB.
Panels (b), (d), (f), and (h) show that, in frequencies below
fmax, SW ear centering also outperforms PW ear centering
across all distances, offering an overall enhancement of 3 dB.
Moreover, at distances below 30 cm, the 3 dB enhancement
holds beyond fmax.

IV. CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS

By adding few computational power, steps 1 and 6 of the
proposal in Fig. 2, to a standard method of HRTF synthesis,
steps 2 to 5 of Fig. 2, we can obtain more accurate HRTFs
for spatialization applications. Furthermore, these additional
steps are easy to implement and to incorporate into already
available spatializers as they are independant of the SFT.

Figure 5 illustrates the generation of binaural signals from
the convolution of a monofonic signal with head-related im-
pulse responses (HRIR) for an arbitrary position b. HRIRs at
b are calculated with the proposal in Fig. 2, which is divided
into two stages: off-line analysis and on-line synthesis. Off-
line analysis takes a sparse HRIR dataset together with the
far source positions a and ear positions rears as inputs; a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) along time converts HRIRs into
HRTFs; subsequently, the steps 1 and 2 of Fig. 2 provide
a SFT representation. Off-line analysis is only updated when
the sparse HRIR dataset changes among available generic and
individual options. On-line synthesis, on the other hand, is
updated in real-time as b changes. On-line synthesis consists
of applying the steps from 3 to 6 of Fig. 2, followed by
an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) that finally converts
HRTFs into HRIRs as required by the convolution engine.
Algorithms to implement real-time convolution engines can
be found in [32].

On-line synthesis
3 → · · · → 6 → IFFT

Convolution engineMonophonic
signal

Binaural
signals

Arbitrary
position: b

Off-line analysis
FFT → 1 → 2

Sparse
positions: a

Sparse HRIR on a

rears

HRIR at b

Fig. 5. Spatialization with near-distance HRIRs.

For each frequency bin, Table I details the process shown
in Fig. 2 for one ear. From left to right, the first column states
each one of the six steps in Fig. 2. The second column de-
scribes the operations involved in each step. The third column
displays the dimensions of the operands for each operation in
the previous column. The last column shows the algorithmic
complexity of each operation in big-O notation O, considering
the complex-domain multiplication as the constant time com-
plexity O(1) [33]. The algorithmic complexities shown take
into account Ngrid ≥ N and (Ngrid+2)2 > P ≥ (Ngrid+1)2.

The off-line process consists of steps 1 and 2 . Step 1
takes one vector of P elements, the sampled HRTF, and an-
other vector of P elements, the translation operator, performs
an element-wise multiplication, and returns one vector of P el-
ements, the translated HRTF, with P described in (15). Step 2
takes one P × (N + 1)2 matrix, the spherical harmonics, and
one P × 1 vector, the translated HRTF, performs a matrix
inversion and then a matrix multiplication between the inverted
(N + 1)2 × P matrix and the P × 1 vector, and returns one
(N + 1)2 × 1 vector, the translated SFT coefficients of the
HRTF, with N described in (18). The overall complexity of
the off-line process is given by the complexity of the matrix



TABLE I
COMPLEXITY OF OPERATIONS IN FIG. 2

Step Operation Dimensions of operands Algorithmic Complexity

1 Element-wise multiplication 2 vectors of P elements O(N2
grid)

2
Matrix inversion P × (N + 1)2 matrix O(N4

gridN
2)

Matrix multiplication (N+1)2×P matrix, P×1 vector O(N2
gridN

2)

3 Element-wise multiplication 2 vectors of (N + 1)2 elements O(N2)

4 Element-wise multiplication 2 vectors of (N + 1)2 elements O(N2)

5 Dot product 2 vectors of (N + 1)2 elements O(N2)

6 Complex-domain multiplication 2 complex-domain numbers O(1)

inversion operation O(N4
gridN

2), which for high frequencies
when N → Ngrid becomes O(N6

grid).
The on-line process consists of steps 3 , 4 , 5 and 6 .

Step 3 takes one vector of (N + 1)2 elements, the translated
SFT coefficients of the HRTF, and another vector of (N +1)2

elements, the DVFs, performs an element-wise multiplication,
and returns one vecto of (N + 1)2 elements, the near-distance
translated SFT coefficients of the HRTF. Step 4 takes one
vector of (N + 1)2 elements, the near-distance translated SFT
coefficients of the HRTF, and another vector of (N + 1)2

elements, the scaling window, performs an element-wise mul-
tiplication, and returns one vector of (N + 1)2 elements,
the scaled near-distance translated SFT coefficients of the
HRTF. Step 5 takes one vector of (N + 1)2 elements, the
spherical harmonics, and another vector of (N+1)2 elements,
the scaled near-distance translated SFT coefficients of the
HRTF, performs a dot product, and returns one complex
number, the near-distance translated HRTF. Step 6 takes one
complex number, the inverse translation operator, and another
complex number, the near-distance translated HRTF, performs
a complex-domain multiplication, and returns one complex
number, the HRTF at an arbitrary position b. The overall
complexity of the on-line process is O(N2), which for high
frequencies when N → Ngrid becomes O(N2

grid).

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed a spherical-wave translation operator that
performs ear centering when synthesizing head-related transfer
functions for sound sources close to the head. We contrasted
the performance of our proposal and the existing plane-wave
translation operator. Synthesis accuracy increased consistently
with spherical-wave ear centering when compared to plane-
wave ear centering. Enhancements were observed at near
distances and for frequencies within the range of operation
determined by the spherical resolution of the input dataset.

Extensions to this work might include regularization tech-
niques to optimize the use of basis functions in spherical
Fourier transforms during the synthesis process. Another ex-
tension might consider the inclusion of distance information in
non-free-field translation operators such as the ones based on a
rigid sphere. Perceptual evaluations by means of detectability

of differences and localization tests could also provide more
insight into the validity of the suggested approach.
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